In the last paragraph of the "Sector highlights" section, the word "nonagricultural" was removed because the data here refer to total wage and salary employment.
This article was corrected on January 6, 2016. In the last paragraph of the "Sector highlights" section, the word "nonagricultural" was removed because the data here refer to total wage and salary employment.
Industry employment and output projections to 2024
The health care and social assistance sector will account for over a third of the nation's projected job growth from
to 2024. The construction industry is projected to have the largest industry increase in employment, but construction employment is not expected to reach prerecession levels by 2024. Consistent with its decline over the past 10-year period, manufacturing employment is projected to continue to fall.
With this set of biennial 10-year projections, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) presents a view of an economy that is returning to a more consistent growth path, but the growth is slower than the long-term trends that existed prior to the Great Recession. The combination of a slowing of population growth, a continuation of longstanding trends of decreasing labor force participation, and a lower unemployment rate will result in employment growth slightly stronger from 2014 to 2024 than it was from 2004 to 2014. The earlier period included a major recession; the growth rate for the later period is slower than the prerecession growth rate. The serviceproviding sectors will account for the majority of the projected job growth. Employment growth in the two largest service-producing sectors-health care and social assistance and professional and business serviceswill continue to be strong. In the goods-producing sectors, employment will be driven by growth in construction.
BLS projections focus on long-term trends. This focus is accomplished by making certain underlying assumptions. The most important is that the economy will be at or near full employment in the final year of the projection period. The projections do not account for any shocks that might cause the economy to fall into a 
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Total (2) 144,047.0 150,539.9 160,328.8 6,492.9 9,788.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.4 0.6
Nonagricultural wage and salary (3) See footnotes at end of table.
Notes: (1) Ten-year compound average annual rate.
(2) Employment data for wage and salary workers are from the BLS Current Employment Statistics survey, which counts jobs; data for self-employed people and agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting employment are from the Current Population Survey (household survey), which counts workers. (3) Includes wage and salary data from the Current Employment Statistics survey, except for data on private households, which are from the Current Population Survey. Logging workers are excluded. (4) Includes agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting data from the Current Population Survey, except for logging data, which are from Current Employment Statistics survey. Government wage and salary workers are excluded. Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment Projections Program.
BLS projects that real output will increase from over $27.7 trillion in 2014 to almost $34.6 trillion in 2024. 4 The more than $6.8 trillion increase, which took place at an annual rate of 2.2 percent, is larger than the 2004-14 increase of over $2.7 trillion, representing an annual rate of 1.0 percent. As with employment, the majority of the increase in real output is projected to come from nonagricultural sectors. The agricultural sectors (which also includes forestry, fishing, and hunting) are only projected to grow 1.9 percent annually during the 2014-24
period. However, this compares favorably with the 0.4-percent annual growth in the agricultural sector from 2004 to 2014. The rate for the agricultural sector is slower than the growth of output for the entire economy.
(See Starting in 2011, nonfarm wage and salary employment began to rebound from the recession. By 2014, nonfarm wage and salary employment was larger than it had been before the recession or at any other time. Because of an expected decline in the labor force participation rate, among other variables, the number of nonfarm wage and salary workers is projected to grow more slowly than in projections for earlier time periods. Therefore, the projected number of total wage and salary jobs is lower than that for the previous projections period, 2012-22. 8 (See figure 1.)
Sector highlights
The service-providing sectors are projected to add nearly 9.3 million jobs and reach just over 129.9 million jobs in 2024. This increase represents almost 95 percent of all the jobs added from 2014 to 2024. Employment in the service-providing sectors is expected to grow by 0.7 percent annually from 2014 to 2024, which is slightly faster than the 0.6-percent growth in jobs for the entire economy. This growth is slower than the 0.9-percent annual growth experienced from 2004 to 2014, a decade during which almost 10 million jobs were added. As with the last two sets of projections, the health care and social assistance sector is projected to have the largest growth, an increase of nearly 3.8 million jobs, and will reach almost 21.9 million jobs by 2024. The health care and social assistance sector is projected to grow at a 1.9-percent annual rate, which is more than 3 times faster than the overall annual growth of jobs in the entire economy. Nonetheless, this growth rate is below the 2. While the specific number of jobs is an important result from the projections process, the exact number depends on many outside influences that cannot be known at the time the projections are made. To better compare projected industry changes without focusing on the total job count, one can observe the changes in the percent distribution by sector of wage and salary employment. Analyzing such changes helps avoid the difficulty of trying to compare changes in industry job levels when a recession or other unexpected shock reduces or increases the total number of wage and salary jobs in the economy. Although the shocks themselves may shift employment-construction during the last recession is an example-looking at the percent distribution can mitigate this problem. 
Goods-producing sectors
Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting. The agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting sector is projected to see In the past, a decline in the price of oil would have been accompanied by a decrease in oil production. However, despite the price drop of the past few years, a production decrease has not occurred. A large reason is the difference in fracking versus traditional oil wells. Although traditional oil wells are drilled until no more oil exists, wells used for fracking tend to produce substantial amounts in their early years but die younger than traditional oil wells. Production is then moved to a new well. With fracking, production more easily can be stopped if the price of oil drops and then can be picked back up when supply decreases enough to increase the price of oil. 11 Also, newer technology in fracking allows drilling to take place on older wells. Because fewer people are required to run the wells that aren't new, production can increase while employment decreases.
Real output in the mining sector is projected to grow 1.9 percent a year from 2014 to 2024 to reach $556.1
billion. This is slower than the 2. Real output growth will be driven by the 5-percent annual growth in the price of natural gas during the decade ending in 2024. 12 Increasing use of horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing, and offshore exploration because of growing demand will increase production in this sector. The improvement within the manufacturing sector appears to be cyclical rather than structural in nature given that the number of manufacturing jobs is still well below the prerecession levels despite a slight recovery in the last few years. (See figure 4.) . While some jobs are coming back to the United States-a process known as "reshoring"-others are still being sent overseas. 14 The addition of jobs that are returning is not enough to stem the loss of jobs. Also, because only a small portion of most manufacturing costs are energy costs, the increased use of shale gas does not appear to have spurred much growth in manufacturing. 15
Construction. Employment in the construction
One factor contributing to the loss in jobs in manufacturing is a change in the skills requirements for manufacturing jobs. In the past, many manufacturing jobs were considered low skill and had fewer educational requirements than other types of jobs. Over the last few decades, manufacturing plants have become more automated, thus requiring skills that are more technical. For example, computer programmers and coders are needed by manufacturers, as are people to design and run the machines. These jobs require different skills from previous jobs in manufacturing and usually require a higher level of education. 16 The jobs in manufacturing tend to be computer based rather than assembly-line based.
Some firms have begun using what is known as "contract manufacturing." This involves finding other firms
whose specialized skills enable them to produce the goods faster and more efficiently. Not having to retrain employees on new equipment and processes or teach them new skills will decrease the turnaround time for the production of goods and increase the quality. 17 A decrease in communication costs-for example, lower costs for telephone calls and video conferences-allows contract manufacturing to take place globally, meaning that some research and development, as well as some engineering services, can now be done through outsourcing.
Another reason for the loss of jobs in the manufacturing sector is the continued increased use of technology.
Jobs, such as welding, that were once done by people are now being done by computers or robots, and their use is expected to increase. 18
Although manufacturing employment is projected to fall, real output in the manufacturing sector is expected to grow 1.9 percent annually to reach almost $6.6 billion in 2024, up from over $5.4 billion in 2014. The growth rate is faster than the 0.7-percent annual increase in real output experienced during the 2004-14 period, with real output in 2024 projected to be higher than it has ever been in the manufacturing sector. Increased productivitybecause of automation, contract manufacturing, and a more efficient manufacturing process in most industries -will lead to more real output with fewer employees required. (See table 2 .)
Service-providing sectors
Utilities. The number of jobs in the utility sector is projected to fall by 47,900 to reach 505,100 in 2024. This is The 2.6-percent annual growth of real output for the wholesale trade sector over the 2014-24 period is faster than that for the overall economy and also faster than the 1.3-percent growth that occurred during the prior 10-year period. (See table 2 .) The overall increase in output in the economy will drive the increased demand for wholesale services. Wholesale trade services are in the supply chain of many other sectors, such as manufacturing, retail trade, and health care and social assistance. Because demand for goods in these sectors has increased, so will demand for wholesale trade services. table 1 .) The increased use of online shopping and self-checkout will mean that the need for certain jobs within the retail sector will not be as great as it was in the past. Transportation and warehousing employment is projected to grow more slowly than the entire economy over the projections period. However, the sector's real output is projected to grow 2.3 percent annually, which is slightly faster than the entire economy, and is expected to reach almost $1.1 trillion by 2024. This also is faster than the While employment in the information sector is projected to fall slightly, real output is projected to grow annually at 2.9 percent to reach just over $2.0 trillion in 2024. This is faster than the growth of the entire economy but table 1 .) The increase in jobs in the financial activities sector will be driven by the increased need for retirement planning, the increase in housing starts, and the Affordable Care Act, as discussed below.
As the economy has recovered from the recession and many people are approaching retirement as well as seeking retirement advice, there will be a greater need for people to work in the financial activities sectors. The
Census Bureau projects that by the year 2024, there will be 102.9 million people over the age of 55, which is up from 84.7 million in 2014. By 2024, people over the age of 55 will make up 38.2 percent of the population. 23
The rebound in the construction sector will drive not only both residential and nonresidential investment but also housing starts, which are projected to reach over 1. This lowers the cost for firms because these short-term employees are hired for specific jobs and are able to keep up with new regulations and newer technology more easily than full-time employees. This will be helpful given the movement toward electronic recordkeeping of, for instance, health records.
The professional and business services output is projected to grow by 2.4 percent annually over the projections period. This is faster than the overall economy but slower than the 2.7-percent annual growth that took place over the 2004-14 period. (See table 2 .) The need for more network and computer security because of increased data breaches, newer mobile technologies, and custom programming services will drive the increase in real output in this sector.
Private education. Employment in the private education sector is projected to increase by 338,700 jobs to reach just under 3.8 million jobs in 2024. This is about half the number of jobs that were added from 2004 to 2014. The job growth in this sector, 0.9 percent annually over the current projections period, is expected to be faster than that of the overall economy but less than the 2.2 percent annually that occurred during the previous 10 years.
(See table 1 .) The driving factor is projected to be a rise in the number of students enrolled in postsecondary education, as both the number of people returning to school to gain new skills and the college-age population increase. 25
The private education services sector is projected to experience an annual growth in real output of 2.1 percent.
This is higher than the 0.7-percent annual growth that was experienced in the 2004-14 period. Increased enrollment in colleges and professional schools, by both full-time and part-time students, will drive the demand for educational services. 26
Health care and social assistance. The health care and social assistance sector is projected to add almost 3. table 1 .) The number of insured people is expected to increase over the projections period, leading to an increased demand for the services offered by all types of health care providers. 27 Also, the aging population will require more health care providers, and the movement away from long-term facilities to more home health care will increase employment in some health care and social assistance industries. 28 With more people having access to insurance, a shift away from hospital care to physicians' offices and clinical services will occur, as fewer people will use the emergency room for their primary care. 29
Real output in the health care and social assistance sector is projected to grow annually at 2.9 percent from 2014 to 2024. This is faster than the 2.4-percent annual growth that took place over the 2004-14 period. Like employment, real-output growth in this sector is projected to be faster than that of the entire economy. (See The slower growth in employment in this sector can be attributed to the increasing use of electronic means of communication, such as that used when ordering food at a restaurant or booking hotel rooms online.
Real output in the leisure and hospitality sector is projected to grow 2.2 percent annually, the same as the entire economy, from 2014 to 2024. This is faster than the 1.1-percent annual growth seen in the previous 10-year period. This sector appears to have recovered fully from the last recession, during which it was greatly affected. table 2 .) The projected reduction in output is due to continued pressure to reduce budget deficits and curtail government programs.
State and local government. During the 2014-24 period, the state and local government sector is projected to add 756,100 jobs-the sixth largest number among all the sectors-to reach almost 19.9 million. This is more than 3 times the number of jobs added in the previous 10-year period. (See table 1 .) The increased need for educational services because of higher enrollments in postsecondary education will drive most of the employment growth in this sector. 32
The 1.6-percent projected annual growth of real output in the state and local government sector over the 2014-24 period is faster than the 0.5-percent growth that occurred during the previous 10-year period. (See table 2 .)
The projected growth rate, however, is still less than that of the entire economy. Much like the growth in employment, a large part of the growth in output is due to education, but another large part is due to state and local services that will be compensating for lost federal services.
Fastest growing wage and salary employment
The health care and social assistance sector is the fastest growing sector. It has not only the 5 fastest growing industries but also 9 of the 20 fastest growing industries. (See Table 3 . Industries with the fastest growing and most rapidly declining wage and salary employment,
2014-24 projected
See footnotes at end of table.
Notes:
(1) Ten-year compound average annual rate. look to lower costs, the movement toward using consulting services for specific tasks rather than hiring full-time employees will continue to grow. Table 3 . Industries with the fastest growing and most rapidly declining wage and salary employment,
The information sector is projected to account for 3 of the 20 fastest growing industries over the projections period. Software publishers is projected to be the seventh fastest growing industry, growing 2.3 percent annually. The increased need for software to keep up with newer and faster technology is driving the employment growth in this industry. Wireless telecommunications carriers is the 20th fastest growing industry, growing 1.3 percent annually, over the projections period. This is being driven by the movement away from landlines to wireless. 34
Most rapidly declining wage and salary employment
Although the manufacturing sector is projected to lose the most jobs of any sector over the projections period, it is projected to be only the second most rapidly declining sector; the federal government sector is the fastest 
Largest wage and salary employment decline
The 
Fastest growing output
The information sector is projected to have the three fastest growing real output industries in the entire economy. (See table 5 .) The software publishers industry is projected to have the fastest growing real output, with an annual growth rate of 4.7 percent. Increased reliance of businesses and consumers on software applications, as well as improved technology and the expanding demand for new and better features, will drive the increase in real output in this industry. The wireless telecommunications and satellite telecommunications industries are projected to be the second and third fastest growing in terms of real output, growing at annual rates of 4.2 percent and 4.1 percent, respectively. The movement away from wired telecommunication (landlines) toward mobile telecommunications that are more than just phones has been occurring over the last decade, and this trend is expected to continue. The health care and social assistance sector contains 7 of the 20 industries with the fastest growing real output. 
Most rapidly declining output
The federal government sector accounts for six of the seven industries that are projected to experience a decline in output. (See table 5 .) The Postal Service industry is projected to see the largest decline in output in the federal government, with output falling 0.8 percent annually over the projections period. The pressure to reduce the budget deficit and decrease government spending is the largest contributing factor to the decline in the other federal government industries.
Tobacco manufacturing, which is part of the manufacturing sector, is projected to experience the most rapid by $263.5 billion, the largest industry increase in the retail sector and the fourth largest increase in the economy.
The motor vehicle and parts dealer industry and food and beverages stores industry are projected to have the 18th and 19th largest increases in the economy, growing by $75.3 billion and $64.5 billion over the projections period, respectively. As previously noted, the expected increase in personal consumption expenditures over the projections period will drive the increased demand for these services.
Largest output decline
The federal government sector contains six of the seven industries that are projected to have declining output over the 2014-24 period. (See table 6 .) The pressure to reduce the deficit and cut government spending will continue to reduce real output within the industries of the federal government sector. Tobacco manufacturing is the only other industry that is projected to experience a decrease in output from 2014 to 2024, with real output projected to fall to $44.6 billion.
Other notable industries
Although the manufacturing sector is projected to have the largest loss of jobs over the projections period, some industries within the manufacturing sector will experience job growth. In fact, 11 of the 76 manufacturing industries will see some job growth. See table 4 .) The increased numbers of older students looking to increase their skill sets and college-age people is driving the growth of jobs in these industries. 39
